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Abstract

Rational Choice (RC) models of code-switching argue that bilingual speakers make rational

choices according to the rights and obligations they perceive in a given situation. Some situations are

marked and some unmarked. Speakers choose their languages to index their rational decisions, as

well as their attitudes and identities. The Conversation Analysis (CA) approach to code-switching

agrees with the RC model that bilingual speakers are rational individuals. But instead of being

oriented to rights and obligations, or attitudes and identities, bilingual speakers are first and foremost

assumed to be oriented to conversational structures aiming primarily at achieving coherence in the

interactional task at hand. Their language choice and code-switching is therefore ‘programmatically

relevant’ to the talk-in-interaction. The CA approach therefore begins where the RC model stops and

seeks evidence from talk-in-interaction rather than from external knowledge of community structure

and relations. Examples of conversational code-switching by Chinese–English bilinguals will be

cited to support the arguments.
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1. Introduction

Gumperz’s (1982) seminal work on bilinguals’ strategic use of linguistic codes in social

interaction instituted a new research paradigm that viewed choices of languages as

network- and community-specific discourse strategies indexing localised norms and

values. Myers-Scotton (1993) has referred to work of this general type as the ‘interactional

paradigm’, which is distinct from the ‘allocational paradigm’ represented by Fishman’s

(1965) domain analysis. Fundamentally, the allocational paradigm sees social structure as

broadly determining language choice; certain conversational activities are assumed to

prompt the use of one language or another. The interactional paradigm, on the other hand,

views individuals as making orderly, intersubjectively understood choices to achieve

specifiable interactional goals.

Whilst a very substantial amount of work has been generated in the interactional

paradigm, opinions differ as to what motivates speakers’ language choices and how the

orderliness of bilingual interaction is achieved. In this paper, I want to address two

different, but closely related, approaches to these questions, namely Rational Choice

(RC) approaches and the Conversation Analysis (CA) approach. I will begin with a

brief and necessarily selective outline of the relevant research agendas of the two

approaches. I will focus in particular on the issue of rationality and argue that this

notion alone is not sufficient to offer a satisfactory explanation of the meaning of

bilingual code-switching. The CA approach provides crucial evidence for RC

conclusions. I will illustrate these points by analysing extracts of conversations

involving one particular Chinese–English bilingual girl, her mother and some of her

friends. In this way, I hope to contribute to a better understanding of the meaning of

code-switching and to the construction of a more general theory of the pragmatics of

bilingual interaction.

2. Rational Choice (RC) approaches

Linguists have successfully argued that choices of language, dialect, style and

pronunciation are of considerable interactional and social significance. A number of

theoretical models have been developed to explain the motivations and mechanisms

underlying these choices. For instance, Alan Bell’s audience design model (1984)

addresses the ways in which speakers make stylistic choices in response to social

characteristics of their addressees. Fishman’s above-mentioned domain theory explains

how bilingual speakers make choices of language according to the participants, topic and

setting of the interaction. To some extent, both the audience design model and the domain

analysis approach focus on ‘external’ factors affecting language choices. In contrast,

Rational Choice models address ‘internal’ aspects of speakers’ motivation in language

choices. Grice (1975), for example, argued that various kinds of language choices are

driven by the Cooperative Principle. Similarly, Sperber and Wilson (1995) tried to account

for speakers’ choices in terms of Relevance Theory. Both of these models emphasise the

ability of the speaker to behave rationally and to choose linguistic varieties according to a

sort of ‘cost-benefit analysis’.
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Perhaps the most explicitly rational choice (RC) model directly linked to bilingual

language choices is Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model (MM), recently recast in the RC

mode. This model argues for the central role of cognitively based calculations in bilinguals’

language choices. The major operation of rationality in the model is to indicate the best

choice from the speaker’s set of possible choices. According to Myers-Scotton (1999: 1261),

‘‘rationality tells us why choices are made: Rationality directs actors to make choices that

optimise their rewards’’. As Brown and Levinson (1987) pointed out in their politeness

theory, speakers design their behaviour in order to maximise benefits to themselves.

Rationality also answers the question of how choices are made. Citing Elster (1983), Myers-

Scotton suggests that the answer includes three options. ‘‘To find the ‘best action’, (i) actors

consider their desires and values as well as prior beliefs; (ii) they confirm that these three

elements are internally consistent; (iii) finally, they make sure that their final desires, values,

and beliefs take account of available evidence’’ (Myers-Scotton, 1999: 1261).

Adherents of RC analysis have claimed that it is rigorous and capable of generating

powerful explanations across a wide range of situations on the basis of a few, relatively

simple theoretical assumptions (Becker, 1976). RC models do not suggest that human

behaviour is always rational. Nevertheless this notion is believed to be a useful

simplification that provides the means of identifying the place of non-rational elements in

human behaviour, i.e. in deviation from the norm. Elster (1983), for example, clearly

recognises that action is not always rational and that there are problems with the

identification of rationality with maximising behaviour. He nevertheless insists that non-

rational elements may be introduced into the analysis when explanation in rational terms

has clearly failed. All other cases of intentional explanation are then to be understood as

involving specific departures from the paradigmatic norm.

The clarity, rigour and technical sophistication of much RC analysis seem to be

undeniable. Nevertheless, the assumption of rationality at the level of each individual

social actor is not sufficient to explain specific structural phenomena or social conditions

in each individual social act. The problem here is that the assumption of rationality tells

us little about what social actors will do, other than that there will be a certain kind of

consistency in their behaviour. RC models say nothing about the processes of

deliberation that clearly play an important part in social actors’ decisions. More

precisely, they take the rationality of such processes for granted, treating them as

transparent intermediaries between beliefs and desires on the one hand and actions

resulting from these on the other. Social actors employ specialized techniques (e.g.

bilingual code-switching) in their deliberations. Such techniques, and the conditions on

which their usage depends, cannot be treated as non-problematic. The analyst should

instead focus on identifying and investigating them rather than taking the social actor’s

rationality for granted.

Let us look at one example. The following extract (example 1) is taken from a

conversation between a Cantonese-English bilingual mother (A) and her 12-year-old boy

(B) (Li Wei, 1994: 163). B is playing with the computer.

Example 1

A: Finished homework?

B: (2.0)
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A: Steven, yiu mo wan sue?

want NEG. PERF. review book

‘Do you want to do your homework?’

B: (1.5) I’ve finished.

A RC analysis would start with the assumption that mother (A) and son (B) have

different preferences for unmarked languages in mother–son interaction. The mother

prefers to speak Cantonese and her son prefers English. The mother’s initial choice of

English is therefore ‘unexpected’, or ‘marked’. Her motive would be to suspend the

unmarked rights-and-obligations set in order to bring about a desired effect. When the

mother does not get an adequate response to her question, she switches to Cantonese. The

switch displays how the mother weighs and prioritises her goals differently at this point:

taking account of the available evidence (lack of response to English) she makes her goal

and her preferred rights-and-obligations (RO) set (i.e. her desires and values) unambiguous

for her son. This is in fact how Myers-Scotton and Bolonyai (2001: 20) analyse the

example. They suggest that the mother’s main goal is to have her son pay attention and

respond. The switch is from the marked (and, in this case, ineffective) choice of English to

her unmarked choice of Cantonese. When she does not succeed in establishing her

authority in school matters by speaking English, she satisfies her ultimate goal by

switching to Cantonese. Myers-Scotton and Bolonyai further argue that assessing the

available evidence is one of the mechanisms guiding choices in the approach. Under a RC

interpretation, the mother’s choice to switch to Cantonese is motivated by the evidence that

both mother and son know that she has some measure of authority in the RO set that her use

of Cantonese indexes. Her authority is recognised: the son replies, albeit in English.

At one level, this analysis is sensible and accurate. But it requires the analyst’s

knowledge, or assumption, of the marked and unmarked language choices in the particular

situation in question. One important piece of evidence is readily available to the analyst:

when the mother asks the son in English if he has finished his homework, the son’s response

is a ‘noticeable silence’. This typical dispreference marker prompts the mother to switch to

Cantonese to reiterate her question. The reiteration is apparently understood by the son as

an indirect request to do his homework. A pause marks his turn as another dispreferred

second pair part and his choice of language contrasts with that of his mother, reinforcing

dispreference, in the Conversation Analysis (CA) sense of the term. In this case,

dispreference is a specialised technique employed in the speakers’ deliberation. It is a

procedure whereby participants signal their understanding to each other. By focusing on

such common procedures, one can reveal the evidence of social reality and pinpoint the

origin of social meaning (i.e. how meaning is generated from face-to-face interaction)

without invoking interaction-external factors such as marked and unmarked choices or the

RO set or by assuming rationality on behalf of the speakers.

There is no reason to suppose that the specialised techniques employed by social actors

in different activities will be consistent with each other. For example, in some bilingual

communities code-switching is a highly significant social act, whereas in some others it is

merely the common discourse mode. Such differences are acknowledged in Myers-

Scotton’s Markedness Model. In other words, there is no reason to suppose that actors will

exhibit a holistic rationality. Human individuals use conceptual and other tools in their
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deliberations. These tools are resources available to them for functioning in society.

Societies will differ in the range and variety of resources available to their members. In any

given society the use of some resources will be commonplace, and the use of others (e.g.

code-switching) will be relatively specialised. Both the concerns and objectives that motive

social actors and the results of their deliberations will depend on the techniques and forms

of thought they are able to employ. Consequently, the analyst’s attention should be focused

on the way social actors use the available resources in the deliberation process. The

problem with the RC model is not so much that it denies the place of deliberation in actors

decisions, but rather that it treats deliberation as if it were transparently rational and

therefore of little explanatory significance. But, on the contrary, the resources used by

actors in their deliberations, their connections with other resources, and the ways in which

these depend on social conditions are legitimate and important areas of investigation.

3. CA approach

Let me now turn to the CA approach to language choice. A detailed review of the history

of CA is beyond the scope of this paper. It is, however, important to remind ourselves of the

intellectual roots of the kind of CA work we are doing here. CA of the kind that is practised

by students of bilingual interaction originated in the work of ethnomethodologists, whose

research agenda was developed most influentially by Harold Garfinkel. Garfinkel’s point of

departure was Talcott Parsons’ theory of social action, which focused on a dialectic

relationship between the teleological (i.e. I have an end in mind) and the rationalistic (i.e. I

work out the means to achieve my end) aspects of social action. In working out the latter

means, Parsons suggested, social actors have a ‘normative orientation’ which he regarded

as the ‘motor’ of social action, i.e. a sensitivity to the rights and obligations which they

must take account of in acting. Parsons argued,

‘‘These normative rules both define what immediate ends should and should not be

sought, and limit the choice of means to them in terms other than those of efficiency.

Finally, they also define standards of socially acceptable effort.’’ (Parsons in

Hamilton, 1985: 62).

The link between Parsons’ theory of social action and RC models of language choice is

easy to see. Parsons’ theory addressed primarily two questions, ‘what’ and ‘why’. The

former is what is said or done and the latter is an answer expressed in causal terms, often

alluding to the notion of ‘rationality’. Garfinkel saw a disjuncture between the

‘concreteness’ of people’s activities in everyday life and their analytical representation

in the Parsonian theory, i.e. the ‘how’ question. As a result of this, in Garfinkel’s view, ‘real

society’ becomes only ‘‘specifiable as the achieved results of administering the policies and

methods of formal, constructive analysis’’ (Garfinkel, 1991: 13). Given this, Parsons’ social

action theory does not render justice to the very phenomena it seeks to explain because it

seeks to impose a rationality on human conduct that is separated from the practical

concerns of situated everyday life.

Garfinkel suggested that social action should be analysed in terms of ‘senses’, focusing

on ‘common’ sense without any particular recourse to notions of intentionality or motives.
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He argued that social phenomena are meaningful before an analyst appears on the social

scene. Social scientific constructs therefore must satisfy the ‘postulate of subjective

interpretation’ if they are to faithfully reflect these everyday meanings. This contrasts with

approaches in which ‘ideal types’ of action are constructed as bridging mechanisms

between subjective meanings and relations of cause and effect. In Garfinkel’s view, such

approaches fail to address the nature of the relationship between social scientific analytical

categories (‘second order’ constructs) and the lifeworld (‘first order’ constructs). For

ethnomethodology, social order does not reside in dictates of external rules applied to

situated activities. Instead, it emerges from within the practical circumstances of social life.

Ethnomethodologists reject what they see as the reductionist (i.e. simplifying and

generalising) nature of rationalistic explanations of complex data. Theirs is a sociology in

which the problem of social order is re-conceived as a practical problem of social action, as

a members’ activity, as methodical and therefore analysable. Rather than reducing

motivations, functions, or distribution to conceptual schemes or numerical tables,

ethnomethodologists are interested, first and foremost, in the procedural study of common-

sense activities. To return to one of the problems of the Parsonian theory of action—the

actor’s rationality—the explanation of social life through formal rational models may

be required for social scientific theorising, but it is not required ‘‘in theorising activities

employed in coming to terms with the affairs of everyday life’’ (Garfinkel, 1967:

280). Everyday rationalities are data to ethnomethodologists, not impediments to their

enquiries:

‘‘the activities whereby members produce and manage settings of everyday life are

identical with members’ procedures for making those settings ‘accountable’ . . .
When I speak of accountable . . . I mean observable-and-reportable, i.e. available to

members as situated activities of looking and telling. I mean, too, that such practices

consist of an endless, on-going, contingent, accomplishment; that they are carried on

under the auspices of, and are made to happen as events in, the same ordinary affairs

that in organising they describe’’ (Garfinkel, 1967: 1).

Thus, in the ethnomethodologist’s view, the proper object of sociological study is

the set of techniques that members of a society themselves utilise to interpret and act within

their own social worlds; hence the use of the term ethnomethodology for the study of

‘ethnic’ (i.e. the participants’ own) methods of production and interpretation of social

interaction.

Conversation Analysis has developed on the same philosophy and view of society as

ethnomethodology, and has a specific focus on the interpretive procedures which people

routinely draw upon in face-to-face interaction. CA characteristically takes shape as pieces

of inductive reasoning structured around short extracts of transcripts of tape-recorded

conversation. These extracts are repeatedly scanned for evidence of procedures with which

participants accomplish interactional tasks such as disagreeing or changing a topic. Little

attention is paid to what sociolinguists traditionally might consider key social variables

such as the speaker’s identity (e.g. gender, age, occupation, etc.), his/her relations with

other participants in a conversation (e.g. friends, distant acquaintances, etc.), or the

formality of the context. It is not that the relevance of these factors is denied a priori but

rather simply that it is not assumed. In the CA approach, if participants themselves can be
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rigorously shown to employ such categories in the production of conversation, then they

would be of interest to conversation analysts (Levinson, 1983: 295).

The basic principles of CA can therefore be summarised as follows: (i) social order

resides within everyday social life, of which face-to-face interaction is a critical part; (ii)

to ‘know’ what people are doing in their everyday life does not require any recourse to

hidden motives or models of rationality, but requires showing how people actually do it;

it then follows that (iii) every claim that we as analysts make about what people do must

be proven by evidence from everyday social life; this entails a focused, systematic

analysis of their face-to-face interaction. It is clear that CA and ethnomethodology share

an interest in ‘knowledge’ with other sociological and psychological theories, although

understandings of the nature of knowledge and where it comes from vary considerably.

For CA, ‘knowledge’ comes from ‘inferencing’: utterances and turns are regarded as

pieces of evidence about the speaker’s meaning and understanding is achieved by

inferring this meaning from the evidence provided. The analytic focus is therefore

shifted from the speaker’s assumptions or calculations of the costs and benefits of their

behaviour to the inferential processes of the participants in interaction, or procedural

meaning.

Sacks and Schegloff, for example, devoted much of their time to the analysis of turn

taking in conversation (e.g. Sacks et al., 1974). Turn-taking is part of what Sacks and

Schegloff call ‘members’ procedures for achieving orderly and meaningful communica-

tion. The ways in which participants design and modify their utterances are ‘naturally

occurring statements’ made by the social actors themselves about how they make sense of

each other’s contributions. This tacit, organised reasoning procedure is critical in our

understanding of how social relationships are developed and higher level social orders are

achieved. The acquired knowledge of conversational organisation can then be applied to

analysing institutional organisation in order to show how these institutions are ‘talked into

being’.

4. Applications of CA to conversational code-switching

The CA approach to bilingual code-switching was developed against the background of

an overwhelming tendency in bilingualism research to explain code-switching by

attributing specific meanings to the switches and assuming that speakers intend these

meanings to be perceived by their listeners. As Stroud (1992) points out, such tendencies

can misrepresent and obscure the complex dynamics of code-switching. In Stroud’s words,

‘‘the problem of intention and meaning in code-switching is the problem of knowing to

what extent the intentions and meanings that we assign to switches can in fact be said to be

intended by a speaker or apprehended by his or her interlocutors’’ (1992: 131). The CA

approach avoids imposing analyst-oriented classificatory frameworks and attempts, rather,

to reveal the underlying procedural apparatus by which conversation participants

themselves arrive at local interpretations of language choice. In contrast to other theories of

bilingual code-switching, the CA approach dispenses with motivational speculation in

favour of an interpretative approach based on detailed, turn-by-turn analysis of language

choices. It is not about what bilingual conversationalists may do, or what they usually do, or
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even about what they might see as the appropriate thing to do. Rather, it is about how the

meaning of code-switching is constructed in interaction.

To those who are interested in the meaning of bilingual code-switching, the CA approach

has at least two advantages. First, it gives priority to what Auer calls the ‘sequential

implicativeness’ of language choices in conversation, i.e. the effect of a participant’s choice

of language at a particular point in the conversation on subsequent language choices by the

same and other participants. Second, it ‘‘limits the external analyst’s interpretational leeway

because it relates his or her interpretation back to the members’ mutual understanding of their

utterances as manifest in their behaviour’’ (Auer, 1984: 6). Examples of the CA approach to

bilingual interaction include Auer (1998), Gafaranga and Torras (2000), Gafaranga and

Torras (2001, 2002), and Shin and Milroy (2000).

The CA approach to bilingual code-switching addresses three fundamental points: (i)

relevance, (ii) procedural consequentiality and (iii) the balance between social structure and

conversational structure. Given that code-switching can be, and indeed has been, described

and interpreted in so many different ways, how do analysts show that their descriptions and

interpretations are relevant to the participants themselves in an on-going interaction? As has

been pointed out earlier, there is a tendency in code-switching research to attribute macro-

societal value to individual instances of switching and to assume that speakers intend such

meaning to be understood by their co-interactants. Analysts who adopt the CA approach

argue that while code-switching is indeed a socially significant behaviour, their task is to try

to show how their analyses are demonstratively relevant to the participants.

The point of procedural consequentiality involves demonstrating whether and how

extra-linguistic context has determinate consequences for conversational interaction. One

cannot simply import intuitions about, say, the family—or work-like character of the

interaction; instead, one must demonstrate what gives a particular piece of interaction its

specific family or work character. This is what some practitioners of CA call ‘co-

construction’ (see a collection of studies in Jacoby and Ochs, 1995).

This relates to the third point, the balance of social and conversational structures. Those

who adopt the CA approach to code-switching argue that one must not assume that, in any

given conversation, speakers switch languages in order to ‘index’ speaker identity,

attitudes, power relations, formality, etc.; rather, one must be able to demonstrate how such

things as identity, attitude and relationship are presented, understood, accepted, rejected, or

changed in the process of interaction.

These three points imply an important shift of analytic interest. It is suggested that any

interpretation of the meaning of code-switching, or what might be called the broad why

questions, must come after fully examining the ways in which the participants locally

constitute the phenomena, i.e. the how questions. In Auer’s words, one needs to look for the

procedures

‘‘used by participants in actual interaction, i.e. that they are supposed to be

interactionally relevant and ‘real’, not just a scientific construct designed to ‘fit the

data’. So there is an analytic interest in members’ methods (or procedures, as

opposed to an interest in external procedures derived from a scientific theory. In

short, our purpose is to analyse members’ procedures to arrive at local

interpretations of language alternation.’’ (Auer, 1984: 3; original italics)
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5. Request sequences by Chinese–English bilingual speakers

I now demonstrate how a CA approach to bilingual code-switching works with analysis of

four extracts of conversation involving the same Chinese girl (B in Extracts 1–3 and A in

Extract 4), who is 11 years old. Thegirl was born in China but has been living in England since

she was 2. Her parents are professionals working in England, who are fluent in both Mandarin

Chinese and English. The mother, A in Extracts 1–3, is in her 40s. The transcripts follow the

CA conventions of Atkinson and Heritage (1984). Mandarin Chinese utterances are in italics.

Extract 1.

B: mama wo mingtian yao dao Jenny tamen jia qu ni bie wang le

mum I tomorrow want go their home go you don’t forget PA

‘Mum, don’t forget I’m going to Jenny’s tomorrow.’

A: wang bu liao ni dou shuo duoshao bian le

forget not PA you already say how many times PA

‘(I) won’t forget. How many times have you said it?’

B: ni kaiche haishi baba kaiche

You drive car or dad drive car

‘Are you going to drive (me there) or will daddy?’

A: dao shihou zai shuo

reach time again say

‘(We’ll) decide at the time.’

5 B: mama women xiangqu kan dianying

mum we want to go see film

‘Mum we want to go to the cinema.’

A: mm

B: mama women keneng qu MetroCentre kan dianying

We probably go see film

‘We’ll probably go to the cinema at the MetroCentre.’

A: xing xing xing

can can can

‘Fine, fine, fine.’

(1.2)

A: kan sheme [nimen zhedao ma youmeiyou hao kan de

see what [you (PLURAL) know PA have+not+have good see POSS.

‘Do you know what to see? Is there anything nice to see?’

10 B: [Jenny shuo ta xian da dianhuo wenwen

say she first make phone call ask

‘Jenny says she’ll phone and ask the cinema first.’

(0.6)

-> B: can I have some money pleeease

-> A: what for

-> B: wo he Jenny qu MetroCentre kan dianying

I and go see film

‘Jenny and I are going to the cinema at the MetroCentre.’
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The exchange begins in Chinese, with a reminder from the girl to the mother that she is

going to her friend Jenny’s house. She then follows it with a question and an

announcement that she and Jenny are going to the pictures. The mother shows some

irritation in her responses to the girl, e.g., a minimal response in Line 6. However, the girl

repeats that she is going to see a film with Jenny, specifying this time the place of the

cinema. The mother was evidently annoyed and says Fine, fine, fine. The exchange

apparently comes to a halt, with a 12 second silence. The mother clearly realises that her

reply in the previous turn was a bit too strong for the daughter, and asks if there is anything

nice to see at the cinema. Interestingly, it is only then that the girl makes her real intention

clear. She issues her request for money. Particularly interesting is the code-switching from

Chinese to English here. Why does the girl issue the request in English? A Rational Choice

approach may well answer the question by referring to the fact that the girl wanted to hide

behind a mask, in this case the choice of English, since English is not associated with the

unmarked RO set. Speaking English in this sense may grant her less accountability for her

what she says. But the choice is clearly a marked one in the sense that is builds a contrast

with the choice of language in preceding turns. Before we can talk about the RO set,

or possible reasons for politeness, authority and inter-generational relationship, the

sequential positioning of the choice is clearly important. The code-switching is made after

a series of indirect requests, gaps and silence. The girl has obviously been waiting for the

right moment. It is now clear that all that went before this particular utterance was what

conversation analysts would call a pre-sequence. While the Rational Choice analysis may

draw the correct conclusion about the girl’s intentions, the actual evidence we have, and

crucially the mother has, is the sequential organisation of the exchange. The positioning of

the code-switch is highly significant, as the mother’s interpretation of its meaning in the

following turn is clearly conditioned by it. Equally significant is the fact that the girl

switches back to Chinese to provide a reason for the request. It is a response to the mother’s

question, or indirect refusal, in English.

Extract 2 involves the same pair of speakers. Here, the mother asks the girl to have some

Chinese salad of rice sticks and vegetables. The girl does not seem to want any, as indicated

by her attributable silence, minimal response and questions. In CA terms, these are all

typical dispreferred responses. The term ‘dispreference’ is used in the technical sense to

refer to various kinds of structural complexity that accompany particular instances of

second pair parts of adjacency pairs in conversation, and not as a socio-psychological

notion. After several of these dispreferred responses, the girl switches codes in Line 10,

marking her rejection of the mother’s offer. In doing so, she also makes a very careful and

deliberate choice of words, distinguishing what could loosely be described as the Chinese

salad from the European salad, the latter being the girl’s preferred choice. Once the

daughter has made her intention clear, it is the mother’s turn to respond. And she does so

with a set of dispreferred responses in the form of a short pause in Line 15 and three

questions. Notice that the mother’s three questions, What salad?, What do you like? and

How can you tell? are all in English, which contrasts to her choice of language in her

previous turns and responds directly to the daughter’s choice of language, signalling her

rejection to the daughter’s request. As in Extract 1, the choices of, and switches between,

languages are by no means accidental and are sequentially organised to invite inferences

from the co-participants.
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Extract 2.

A: chidiar liangcai XX (the girl’s name, two syllables)

eat some cold vegetables

‘Have some Chinese salad.’

B: (1.2)

A: ni bushi ai chi fensi ma

you not+BE love eat rice sticks PA

‘(I thought) you loved rice sticks (in salad).’

B: (0.3) mm

5 A: lai wo gei ni [jia diar

come I PREP. you [get (with chopsticks) some

‘Come, I’ll get you some.’

B: [Mum? (0.6) la bu la

spicy hot not spicy hot

‘Is it spicy hot?’

A: bu la (0.4) wo mei fang duoshao lajiao

not spicy hot I not+PERF. put more+less chilli

‘It’s not spicy hot. I haven’t put too much chilli in it’.)

B: (0.2) wo can ting la de=

I see quite spicy hot POSS.

‘I can tell it’s quite spicy hot.’

A: =la zhenme neng kan chulai ne

spicy hot how can see out PA

‘How can you tell whether it’s spicy hot by looking at it?’

10 -> B: can I make some salad

A: a?

B: can I make some salad

A: ni bu xihuang liangcai yao salad gan ma zhe bushi

you NEG. like cold vegetables want do PA here not+BE have

you liangcai ma ni haiyao salad ya

cold vegetables PA you also want PA

‘You don’t like Chinese salad? What do you want salad for? There is

the Chinese salad. Do you want non-Chinese salad as well?’

B: I want some cucumber

15 A: (0.7) na ni ba cucumber na lai

then you PREP. bring here

‘Bring the cumber here then.’

B: can I make some salad

-> A: what salad! ni ni ba cucumber fangzai cai li buxing ma

you you PREP. put vegetables inside not+do PA

‘Can’t you put the cucumber in the Chinese salad?’

B: I don’t like it

A: what do you like

20 B: it’s hot.

A: how can you tell



Let us briefly look at two more examples. Extract 3 is another request sequence. Here, as

in Extract 1, the girl B checks the condition for her request first, before issuing it with a

code-switching. It is an example of a successful request in the sense that the mother

responds positively. Notice the mother’s positive response is in the same code as the

daughter’s request. She switches from English, the choice of her language in previous

turns, to Mandarin Chinese, complying with the girl’s language choice.

Extract 3.

B: mum are you going out tomorrow

A: why?

B: just checking

(1.6)

B: what time are you going out mum?

5 A: I don’t know yet.

B: Jenny shuo ta keneng lai

say she may come

‘Jenny says she may come (to our house).’

(0.5)

B: mama Jenny lai zanjia keyi ma?

mum come our house can PA

‘Mum, can Jenny come to our house?’

A: na you sheme bu keyi Jenny you bushi mei laiguo

that have what not can also not+BE not+PERF. come+PERF.

‘Why not? It’s not that Jenny hasn’t been here before.’

Extract 4 is slightly different. The girl is A in this exchange, with two other girls, both

bilingual in Mandarin Chinese and English. A basically wants to tell a story, but gets

interrupted by C and B. The interruptions, or embedded sequences in CA terminology, are

linguistically marked out in a different code (Chinese). A finally gets annoyed and asks

directly if C wants to listen to her story or not. She does it in Chinese, the language C uses

for her interruption. C’s apology is in English, which corresponds to A’s original choice for

the narrative. The choices are not accidental. They are deliberate and well-structured. They

are conditioned by the sequential context of the exchange.

Extract 4.

(Three girls of between 11 and 12 years of age.)

A: Christopher went with his brother [right? and uhh (.)

B: [yeah?

A: they saw this new Jet film=

B: =what Jet film Jet Li?

5 A: [yes?

C: [shenme ya

what PA

‘What is it (that you are talking about)?’

B: [Jet Li
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6. Evidence-based explanation

The turn-by-turn analysis of the four extracts clearly demonstrates the orderliness of

bilingual interaction. Code-switching does not occur in an interactional vacuum; it occurs

in conversational interaction and is structured by an organisation of action that is

implemented on a turn-by-turn basis. The sequential position of the switching provides the

basis for interpretative and analytic work and cannot be treated simply as unproblematic

representation of the speakers’ understandings or intentions in the talk. Nevertheless, the

CA account of code-switching risks being entirely descriptive if it stops at a flat, turn-by-

turn analysis level. What we need is a dual-level approach, which links, in a principled and

systematic way, the sequential analysis of code-switching in conversation to the rational

choice analysis of social motivations.

The key point I want to make here is that CA does not contradict or undermine the

notion that there are rights-and-obligations (RO) sets which influence speakers’ language

choice. But to focus on the interaction-external factors alone means ignoring the richness

of the interactive work speakers do in conversation and risks imposing of the analysts’

interpretation without evidence. As the sequential analysis of conversational extracts in this
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A: [wo ye buzhi jiao sheme.

I also don’t know call what

‘I don’t know what is it called either.’

B: [shibushi nage. . .
BE+not+BE that

‘Isn’t it. . .?’

10 C: [Li Xiaolong

Bruce Lee

A: naaar ya sheme Li Xiaolong Li Xaiolong dou shi na beizi de shir le

where PA what all BE what generation POSS matter PA

‘Where? What Bruce Lee? Which generation did Bruce Lee belong

to?’

C: nashi shenma

what+BE what

‘What is it then?’

B: Li Lianjie (0.2) Li Lianjie

Jet Li

(0.4)

A: Listen. [Christopher says. . .. . .
15 C: [Are you going or not?

(1.2)

A: ni daodi tingbuting

you after all listen+not+listen

‘Do you want to listen or not?’

C: sorry



paper shows, participants display their understandings of ‘the state of the talk’ to one

another through the ‘turn-by-turn’ character of talk. By means of this sequential

organisation, a context of publicly displayed and continuously up-dated intersubjective

understandings is systematically sustained. And because these displayed understandings

arise as by-products or indirect outcomes of the sequentially organised activities of the

participants, the issue of ‘understanding’ per se is only rarely topicalised at the

conversational ‘surface’. Through this procedure the participants are thus released from the

task of explicitly (re)confirming or explaining their understandings of one another’s

actions. Mutual understanding is thus displayed, to use Garfinkel’s term, ‘incarnately’ in

the sequentially organised details of conversational interaction. In other words,

conversation participants use the procedure to arrive at their everyday understandings

of each other’s meaning intentions. More importantly, because these understandings are

publicly produced, they are available as resources for social scientific analysis.

The idea that particular kinds of actions in ordered sequences furnish interpretative

as well as analytic resources may appear a simple one. But it has far-reaching implications

for sociolinguistics. At the heart of the CA approach is its belief that language is not

simply a medium for the expression of intentions, motives or interests but also a resource

for uncovering the methods through which ordered activity is generated. In my view,

CA provides the crucial evidence a RC analysis would need in order to support claims

for the social motivation of code-switching. A dual-level approach bringing together

both CA and RC analysis would help to extract factors that can deepen our understanding

of the way bilingual speakers use their linguistic and interactional resources and achieve

a richer, more interesting, but still relevant (to the participants of the interaction)

explanation.
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